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Iacobucci HF: the New BBJ Seat Ready to Fly
4 April 2013 – Ferentino (FR), ITALY. The Iacobucci HF Seat division has successfully completed the official test
campaign (EASA and FAA certification) for its 16G Forward and AFT facing for BBJ. "The new seat is now available
for all BBJ customers seeking for an innovative product of superior quality, best in class in comfort and with a Made
in Italy design" says Pascal Jallier Head of Sales and Programs, who recently joined Iacobucci HF in Italy.
The Iacobucci HF seat has entered the company product catalogue and is available for BBJ installation. The
migration onto the ACJ platform is running in parallel and currently considered on several VIP programs. The
dynamic tests were conducted at TÜV Rheinland TNO International in The Netherlands along with the EASA
witnessing. Furthermore the company has brilliantly completed the Oil Burner Test on premium leather and foam
combination for the first BBJ ship set delivery.

The first BBJ ship set will be flying in few weeks. This seat model for BBJ customer features high quality stitching
and upholstery design details made by the artisans that give the Italian luxury brands their reputation. The seat has
21” - 23” in between armrest width, mechanical tracking and 360° swivel capability, a wide and comfortable
backrest with personalized recline mechanism, including flex-wing headrest that provides a wide range of
adjustments. The Seat guarantees a maximum comfort in all positions thanks to a 9’’ extendable leg rest, foldable
manual footrest (allowing a total seat length in full flat bed position of 6.5 ft or 198cm), styled armrests with in arm
table and PCU. "The seat, ergonomically adjusting to the human body form, delivers best in class comfort while the
light structure and effortless movements makes it easy to be installed and maintained reducing operation costs"
concludes Pascal Jallier.

About Iacobucci HF Group
Iacobucci HF Group is a worldwide leader, manufacturer and distributor of galley inserts, seating products and
accessories for aerospace industry. With 40 years of experience, focusing on research & development and
customers, the company excels in engineering, design, innovation, quality manufacturing and certification for both
commercial and business aviation of Espresso Machines, Coffee Makers, Water Heaters, Trash compactors, Trolleys
and VIP Seats. With headquarter in Ferentino and industrial sites in Lecce and Patrica (Italy), Iacobucci HF is made of
experienced Catia industrial designers, highly skilled engineers, qualified craftsman who conceive state-of-the-art
products for all aeronautical markets. Thanks to its premium, durable and innovative product line the company is
the 1st choice among successful Airlines and private jet customers throughout the world.
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